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Foreword
To improve how we manage volunteers is an ever more important activity, as the

policy environment and our own commitments mean that we look to involve

greater numbers of people in volunteering on reduced resources. It is not only

that we are asked to do more for less, but also that we know how crucial it is

that volunteers feel their time has been well-organised if they are to continue

volunteering.

In reviewing how we manage volunteers, we have to consider what is appropriate

for our very different organisations, with their particular missions, cultures and

capacities. Managing volunteers in a small community group compared with, say,

a large public-service organisation or a campaigning national charity raises some

common issues and some different problems and solutions.

In facing up to these challenges, we need to draw on the body of knowledge that

has been built up through experience and research over the years and from

around the world – this new edition enables us to do just that.

This book, which has been recognised as essential reading for years, offers

wisdom from tried-and-tested practice and from professional expertise. It sets

out pioneering research findings and provocative ideas. It recognises the

complexities and the necessity of reviewing alternatives and suggests models

which can help us to work out what to do in everyday organisational life. It

doesn’t offer a quick fix or three steps to heaven, but it does give us frameworks

and expert knowledge to help us come to well-founded decisions about our

actions as volunteer managers.

The book has a great advantage, too, in that its authors have lived and worked

with these problems over time. That they are ready to share their knowledge and

contribute to strengthening the volunteering movement is very much to be

welcomed.

Dr Justin Davis Smith CBE
Chief Executive, Volunteering England
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1An introduction to
volunteer involvement

ON VOLUNTEERS AND VOLUNTEERING
This is a book about volunteering and about how organisations can make use of

the time and talents of volunteers. In it you will find statistics and examples of

programme practices from all over the world. This is highly intentional, and

reflective of the fact that formal volunteering is now an international activity.

Examples and data are used from a wide spectrum both to illustrate different

perspectives and to demonstrate that since the basic operating component of a

volunteer programme is ‘people’, we can learn a lot from the experiences of those

in other countries. Furthermore, these statistics and examples are intended to be

used as evidence and ammunition for volunteer programme managers in arguing

the case for the value of volunteers with their own organisations, and the need to

put adequate resources into the operation of the volunteer programme. If you

would like to focus only on statistics involving the UK see the 2007 survey,

Helping Out: A National Survey of Volunteering and Charitable Giving, and

Communities and Local Government’s Citizenship Surveys, which are quoted

from frequently.

Let’s start by defining what is meant when we talk about ‘volunteers’. This may

seem obvious, especially to those of you who are managing volunteer

programmes in organisations, but it is an aspect of volunteering that has many

murky areas.

Consider these examples. A person who, without financial compensation, cares

for patients under the supervision of a volunteer programme manager in a

hospice is obviously a volunteer. What if the person carries out the same

activities for a neighbour, unconnected to a charity? What if the neighbour is the

person’s mother? What if the person’s activities at the hospice were undertaken

in order to keep receiving their jobseeker’s allowance?

While it may seem that quibbling about the definition is simply an intellectual

exercise, it does affect the statistics about how many people volunteer. Many

people who do voluntary work don’t consider themselves to be volunteers (youth

sport coaches, for example) and may not answer ‘yes’ to the question, ‘Did you

do any volunteer work during the past year?’
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In recent years even the word ‘volunteer’ has been viewed with suspicion and

numerous attempts have been made to find an acceptable replacement. A few

years ago in the UK a mercifully brief attempt was made to substitute the word

‘favour’ for ‘volunteering’. Good people did ‘favours’ for their neighbours. A

more traditional definition was used in the Helping Out survey: ‘individuals who

spend time, unpaid, doing something that benefits the environment or

individuals or groups other than (or in addition to) close relatives’ (Low et al.

2007).

In the US, at the time of writing, the notion of ‘service’ is in vogue as an

alternative to ‘volunteering’.

This book uses a definition for volunteering that was developed by Ivan Scheier

(1980), who invented most of what we today call volunteer management:

A planetary definition of volunteering:

1. The activity is relatively uncoerced.

2. The activity is intended to help.

3. The activity is done without primary or immediate thought of financial

gain.

4. The activity is work, not play.

Within that definition we will encounter wide varieties of community

engagement with organisations, ranging from the purely altruistic to the directly

selfish.

NOTES ON TERMINOLOGY
First is a note regarding the concept that what volunteers do is ‘work’. The book

frequently refers to volunteers doing work and being given volunteer jobs. While

it is understood that some feel uncomfortable with the use of these terms because

they associate the words ‘work’ and ‘job’ with employment, this book does not

subscribe to such a view.

‘Job’ is a term used to describe a piece of work, but isn’t uniquely used in

employment. To do a job means to do a piece of work at a stated rate. In

volunteering terms, this stated rate is zero. Consider that we all do jobs around

the house, yet we don’t get paid and are not employed to do so.

One stated reason for steering clear of the word ‘job’ is because doing so means

that it reduces the risks associated with volunteers having employment status.

This is misguided. No volunteer has ever been found to be an employee simply

because the work that they did was described as a job. The steps to avoid

volunteers being seen as employees are more complex and involved than

changing the word that you use to describe what they do.
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Similarly, if you avoid the word ‘job’ then where do you draw the line? Do you

say that volunteers can’t have responsibilities, do work or perform tasks – all

terms used when talking about employees?

In the authors’ view, avoidance of the word ‘job’ with regard to volunteers is

driven by an anxiety disproportionate to the risk, and makes a change that has

negligible consequences in terms of employment law. This book, therefore,

discusses volunteer work and volunteer jobs but, if that is not your preference,

please feel free to replace those words with something you prefer. In addition to

‘work’ or ‘job’ we will also refer to what volunteers do in a number of ways

including: position, role, task, assignment and responsibility. All of these may

simply be taken as referring to the work done by the volunteer.

Second, ‘volunteer programme manager’ is the term used in this book for those

who have responsibility within an organisation for leading and managing

volunteer efforts. The term indicates an individual who takes responsibility for

directing the overall programme of volunteer involvement, not just for the

individual volunteers. Volunteer programme managers are also known as

volunteer coordinators or directors of volunteers. When a ‘supervisor’ is referred

to, however, this can signify the volunteer programme manager or a member of

staff who is assigned to work directly with a volunteer.

And third, there are many ways to describe the sector and the organisations

within it – voluntary, non-profit, charitable, the third sector, civil society, etc. –

and there are differences in what constitutes the sector from one term to the

next. This book, for the most part, avoids references to any particular designation

and, as such, simply uses ‘organisation’ as a broad umbrella term and ‘non-profit

organisations’ or the ‘non-profit sector’ where necessary.

The book’s perspective

This book is written mainly from the perspective of a formal volunteer
programme within an organised structure. Those of you in less formal
structures, and those of you in much smaller organisations, will quickly note
that many of the recommendations are probably more intensive than you
either need or can implement. This is intentional – the idea is that it is easier
for you to discard items that are beyond your needs rather than have to
invent them on your own.

The remainder of this first chapter will show you the incredible range, variety

and potential of community involvement.
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AN OVERVIEW OF VOLUNTEER ACTIVITY FROM VARIOUS
STUDIES
The UK’s Citizenship Survey: 2010–2011, which was based on interviews with

15,870 aged 16 or over, found that:

l 39% of adults had volunteered formally (defined as giving unpaid help through

groups, clubs or organisations to benefit other people or the environment) at

least once in the previous 12 months;

l 25% of adults had volunteered formally at least once a month;

l those aged 65 to 74 years were most likely to participate in formal volunteering

at least once a month (31%);

l the lowest level of formal volunteering at least once a month was in the 26 to

34 age group;

l there was not much variation between men’s and women’s levels of formal

volunteering at least once a year (39% and 38% respectively).

Communities and Local Government 2011

In Canada, representative samples of Canadians aged 15 and older from two

surveys in 2007 were combined (20,510 Canadians living in one of the ten

Canadian provinces and 1,317 Canadians living in one of the three Canadian

territories). The results of the combined surveys showed that:

l 46% of the population volunteered their time to charities or other non-profit

organisations;

l the average number of hours volunteered was 168;

l the highest rate of volunteering was found among young Canadians – 58% of

15- to 24-year-olds volunteered;

l the highest average hours of volunteering were among seniors – those 65 and

over volunteered 218 average annual hours

l women were more likely than men to volunteer (49.7% versus 43%), but men’s

average annual hours were 203 as opposed to 155 for women;

l half of those volunteering did so for one organisation during the course of the

year, 28% volunteered for two organisations, and the remaining 22%

volunteered for three or more organisations – 77% of total hours went to the

organisation for which the volunteer contributed the most time.

Statistics Canada 2009

A US study based on a sample of 60,000 households of those aged 16 or over

found that:

l 64.3 million people – 28.64% of the population – volunteered for an

organisation between September 2010 and September 2011;

l volunteers spent 51 median annual hours on volunteer activities. Median

annual hours spent on volunteer activities ranged from a high of 96 hours for

volunteers aged 65 and over to a low of 32 hours for 25- to 34-year-olds;
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